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Figure 1: Large Scale Cut-Plane: Selection of visible, partly or fully occluded patches from dense 3D reconstructions.

Abstract

1

Dense 3D reconstructions of real-world environments become wide
spread and are foreseen to act as data base to solve real world problems, such as remote inspections. Therefore not only scene viewing
is required but also the ability to interact with the environment, such
as selection of a user-defined part of the reconstruction for later
usage. However, inter-object occlusion is inherent to large dense
3D reconstructions, due to scene geometry or reconstruction artifacts that might result in object containment. Since prior art lacks
approaches for occlusion management in environments that consist of one or multiple (large) continuous surfaces, we propose the
novel technique Large Scale Cut Plane that enables segmentation
and subsequent selection of visible, partly or fully occluded patches
within a large 3D reconstruction, even at far distance. We combine
Large Scale Cut Plane with an immersive virtual reality setup to
foster 3D scene understanding and natural user interactions. We
furthermore present results from a user study where we investigate
performance and usability of our proposed technique compared to
a baseline technique. Our results indicate Large Scale Cut Plane to
be superior in terms of speed and precision, while we found need
of improvement of the user interface. The presented investigations
has to the authors’ best knowledge not been subject to previous research.

Dense 3D reconstructions of large real-world environments have
been subject of intensive research during the last years due to
the emerge of commodity hardware – such as Microsoft Kinect –
and powerful structure from motion algorithms [Roth and Marsette
2012; Niessner et al. 2013]. Especially dense reconstructions of indoor environments can serve as core data for future real-world problem solutions, such as 3D scene understanding for inspections, simulation and training within realistic environments or search and rescue. Therefore, not only exploration is required but also user interaction with the reconstructed environment, such as highlighting areas of interest or selecting arbitrary parts of the reconstructed model
(patches) for subsequent manipulation. However, when an observer
navigates such a large reconstructed environment, the environment
itself and its geometrical properties cause occlusion of patches,
while in addition reconstruction errors can result in fully occluded
and inaccessible patches, independent from viewport changes of the
observer. If important patches (targets) are hidden from view, correctness and productivity of target selection will suffer. Occlusion
management to ease target discovery and access has been tackled
by prior art introducing a range of different approaches [Elmqvist
and Tsigas 2008], such as Multiple Viewports, Virtual X-Ray or
Volumetric Probes. While these approaches aim at occlusion management in 3D environments that consist of individual objects and
tackle the environmental properties object interaction, density and
complexity, they are impossible to apply (i.e. volumetric probes)
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or are not sufficient (i.e. virtual x-rays) for large dense 3D reconstructions due to their nature of being comprised of continuous surfaces, described by 3D point clouds or 3D meshes. This requires
novel approaches that go beyond the state of the art. Furthermore,
for target patch selection in a 3D reconstruction, segmentation is a
pre-requisite as it defines which vertices should be extracted from
the 3D reconstruction. Automatic segmentation approaches, such
as [Zhang et al. 2003; Ioannou et al. 2012; Nguyen and Le 2013]
can subdivide a 3D reconstruction by relying on its distinct geometric properties which mitigates specific segmentation needs. Since
they usually incorporate the entire model for their calculations, they
result in increased processing time, especially for large scale reconstructions. To enable more specific segmentations, approaches
such as [Vo et al. 2015] can be employed that perform the segmentation from a pre-defined starting point. However, these approaches
require the target patch to be visible to the observer. In case of
(partly) occluded target patches, existing segmentation techniques
usually try to solve this problem by enabling users to navigate to the
area of interest using mouse and keyboard-based interaction techniques. However, this approach might result in a time consuming
search task and does only hold true in case those parts of interest are
not occluded by other geometry, such as reconstruction artifacts.
To overcome limitations of prior art in occlusion management and
segmentation, both regarding its applicability to large 3D reconstructions, we introduce the novel Large Scale Cut Plane technique
that provides means for target discovery and access in large 3D reconstructions while preserving the spatial relation between the target and its context. We combine Large Scale Cut Plane with an
immersive virtual reality (VR) setup to foster spatial 3D scene understanding – through stereoscopic and egocentric viewing – and
enable natural human computer interaction through means of natural walking and gestural input. Thereby, Large Scale Cut Plane enables segmentation and selection of visible, partly or fully occluded
patches within a large 3D reconstruction, even at far distance from
the user’s current view point. The proposed technique comprises
two phases, as shown in Figure 1. In an indication step, users cast
a vertical virtual plane from their current view port through the 3D
reconstruction; an interactive CutPlane Preview is generated that
set parts of the reconstruction transparent to provide users with a xray view through the scene. Upon confirmation of the cut, users are
presented the CutPlane Visualization, that resembles the CutPlane
Preview and provides users an enhanced scene view as well as navigation possibilities to ease (occluded) target patch discovery. They
can travel along the plane cut to further inspect the reconstruction
by looking into the 3D scene, as if the cut plane would be a window.
At each moment, they can access the target patch by the technique’s
3D segmentation and selection algorithms. To change the cut plane
or upon target patch access, they can return to their original view
port from where they started the interaction.
To the authors best knowledge, no prior art exists that explores occlusion management in dense large 3D reconstructions while incorporating immersive VR. Thus, we extend the state-of-the-art with
the following two-fold contribution:
1. The novel occlusion management technique Large Scale Cut
Plane that provides means for target patch discovery and access in dense large 3D reconstructions while preserving the
spatial relation between the target patch and its context. The
technique is based on the visualization design patterns Virtual X-Ray and Multiple Viewports. It interlocks and extends
their fundamental ideas to provide very high disambiguation
strength (up to object containment), very high depth cues and
a very high degree of maintaining the target invariance. Large
Scale Cut Plane provides double integrated views and an active online interaction model and works in the view as well as
object solution space for 3D patch selection.

2. A user study that explores occlusion management in dense
large 3D reconstructions by evaluating the novel Large Scale
Cut Plane technique in terms of ease of use and performance
and compare it with a state-of-the-art technique as baseline.

2

Related Work

3D selection in virtual environments consisting of individual 3D
objects have been studied in great detail [Argelaguet and Andujar
2013] and several fundamentally different approaches exist. Virtual hand techniques [Bowman et al. 2004a; Poupyrev et al. 1996]
enable direct object selection by either applying a linear or nonlinear mapping between the physical and the virtual hand’s position. In contrast, pointing techniques cast a virtual object into
the scene for selection, such as a ray [Bowman et al. 2004b] or
a cone [Liang and Green 1994]. Pointing techniques might allow
the selection of partly occluded objects, depending on the cast object and the distance to the target object. For instance, raycasting
tends to be imprecise at large distances where cone-casting is better suited. Modifications of the pointing selection metaphor, such
as Flexible-Pointer [Olwal and Feiner 2003] work with bending of
rays to improve the selectability of partly occluded objects.
Occlusion management techniques tackle the problem of partly
and fully occluded target objects in 3D environments by providing
means for object discovery, access and/or spatial relation. According to the taxonomy of [Elmqvist and Tsigas 2008], prior art can
be categorized into Volumetric Probes, Projection Distorters, Virtual X-Ray, Tour Planners and Multiple Views. Expand [Cashion
et al. 2012] is an example of a volumetric probe technique as it
uses a cone-cast to separate all casted 3D objects in an abstract 2D
manner to provide the visualization of occluded objects. Other examples that suit the Volumetric Probe category are Depth Bubble
Cursor [Rosa and Nagel 2010], Depth Ray and 3D Bubble Cursor [Vanacken et al. 2007]. Virtual X-Ray techniques make target objects visible by turning occluding surfaces invisible or semitransparent. The work of [Hinckley et al. 1994] introduces the idea
of cutting planes that specify the position and orientation of a slice
through the virtual object. Since no viewport change is integrated,
this technique is limited to individual small virtual objects. Multiple View techniques are well known from 3D modeling applications, such as Maya or Blender3D. These techniques provide different views onto the 3D scene, while these views can be separated
or integrated into each other. DrillSample [Mossel et al. 2013] interlocks volumetric probes with multiple (double integrated) views
to allow the selection of fully occluded target objects in mobile AR
while preserving the spatial scene context to provide a very high
object disambiguation. Another occlusion management approaches
with a double integrated view is Starfish [Wonner et al. 2012] where
the 3D pointer is surrounded by a starfish-shaped surface and the
end-points of the branches enclose the nearest objects. For immersive 3D reconstruction environments, [Lubos et al. 2014] proposes
a bi-manual interaction technique by using a set of pinch gestures
inspired by smartphone-based interaction to select, manipulate and
annotate the surrounding 3D reconstruction.
All related 3D selection methods – except [Lubos et al. 2014] –
assume a scene that is composed of individually selectable 3D objects. Since we aim at target patch selection in a dense 3D reconstruction, it is required to firstly separate the desired patch from the
data by applying a segmentation technique. Therefore, a variety
of automatic or user-guided approaches exist. Automatic methods
work solely with properties of the given 3D reconstruction (e.g. the
curvature of a surface) and require no further user input, except the
adaptation of algorithm parameters. The work of [Kalogerakis et al.
2010] proposes simultaneous segmentation and labeling of patches
in 3D meshes, and is able to handle different segmentation types

for different tasks. The approach of [Tateno et al. 2015] provides
on-the-fly segmentation during the SLAM-reconstruction process.
Segments are obtained from each input depth image, and then incrementally merged into the current 3D reconstruction data. Segmentation approaches that are guided by the user mostly mostly rely on
one or several 2D paint strokes. The approach of [Ji et al. 2006] requires the user to draw a foreground and a background stroke, next
a region growing algorithm computes the segmentation boundary.
The cross-boundary segmentation approach [Zheng and Tai 2010]
works with harmonic fields, which are generated over the whole
two-manifold. A brush stroke across the lines from the harmonic
field guides the algorithm to choose an appropriate field line as segmentation boundary. A similar technique [Meng et al. 2011] uses
generated isolines on scalar fields, the user has to draw a stroke
along the desired segmentation boundary, which follows the direction of an isoline. The work of [Fan et al. 2011] is based on the
shape diameter function of the mesh, which has to be processed
beforehand. The special characteristic of this method is that the desired segmentation boundary is updated in real-time while the user
can mark using a paint stroke those surface parts that should be
segmented.
However, there are major drawbacks of the related user-guided segmentation approaches for our intended data and research scope. Either they are based on a global pre-processing step or they work
with a region-growing algorithm. Thus, in any case they require to
process the entire mesh at least once. Therefore, they are applicable
to isolated 3D models but not to dense 3D surface reconstructions,
in particular not to large reconstructions that yield an increase in
vertices number by several orders of magnitude. For our proposed
Large Scale Cut Plane, a segmentation technique that solely operates in the local neighborhood of the desired segmentation boundary is reasonable. However, prior art that proposes interactive methods using paint strokes on visible parts of the object cannot be applied in scenarios with fully occluded patches. The work of [Tateno
et al. 2015] provides a promising automatic segmentation of dense
3D data, but it does not allow to manually change the computed
segmentation boundary. This limits users to the automatically computed patches, which does not provide flexibility to allow for arbitrary, user-specific patch segmentation and subsequent selection.

3

Interaction Design

With the presented Large Scale Cut Plane technique, we aim at
enabling selection of visible, partly or fully occluded patches of
large dense 3D surface reconstructions, even at far distance. Deriving from the intended technique’s characteristics, we outline the
requirements that are the base for the technique’s design rationale:
1. The targeted virtual environment constitutes a large dense 3D
reconstruction, represented as a point cloud that is triangulated for visualization. Within this large virtual environments,
users shall be provided with means to discover and select arbitrary target patches, intuitively and despite object occlusion
up to containment.
2. For target patch access at run-time, two interaction steps are
required: 1) segmentation to indicate the patch and 2) selection of the patch, resulting in a composite interaction task.
Therefore, a segmentation as well as selection algorithm is required. Both need to be capable to run at interactive frame
rates.
3. To support straightforward target patch discovery, users
should be able to freely view and navigate within the environment to dynamically change the viewport.
4. Users’ inputs for target access should be easy to understand to

foster ease of use. Meanwhile, they should enable users to be
precise for accurate patch segmentation and selection, despite
patch occlusion.

3.1

Design Rationale

To allow for target patch discovery and access in a large scale 3D
surface reconstruction, prior art was found not to be sufficient. In
particular, this is necessary due to the characteristics of the virtual
environment, that does not constitute of individual 3D objects but of
one or multiple (large) continuous surfaces that might be even contained within each other (i.e. due to reconstruction error). Thus, the
novel technique must cover additional environmental properties beyond 1) object interaction, 2) density and 3) complexity [Elmqvist
and Tsigas 2008]. Regarding prior art in occlusion management
design pattern, we found volumetric probe techniques not applicable since target patches are not isolated upon start of the interaction
task. Employing solely Virtual X-Ray technique – such as [Hinckley et al. 1994] – would not be sufficient as prior knowledge about
disctractors and targets is required. This violates the idea of enabling users to select arbitrary patches within the 3D reconstruction. Furthermore, Virtual X-Ray techniques only provide low visual depth cues which would lead to disorientation within a large
environment. Multiple Views techniques provide high depth cues
and overview to ease discovery and access, but are not capable to
deal with occlusions beyond object intersection. Tour Planner techniques [Andujar et al. 2004] require an offline step that violates the
requirement of interactive target discovery and access at run-time.
To close the gaps of prior art and to meet Requirement 1, we designed Large Scale Cut Plane as a combination of the Virtual X-Ray
and the Multiple Views pattern. Thereby, we utilized the strong disambiguation strength of Virtual X-Ray that can handle object interaction up to containment, which makes up the weak disambiguation capabilities of Multiple Views. Furthermore, we obtain high
depth cues by implementing a double integrated view into the Virtual X-Ray pattern and allow 3D navigation [Elmqvist and Tsigas
2008]. This is in particular important due to the large spatial extent of our intended 3D environments. We provide full depth cues
across both integrated views to foster human perception and spatial
understanding. Furthermore, we obtain a very high target invariance dimension as we retain – across the entire interaction period –
appearance, depth, geometry and location of target and of remaining distractors. We design Large Scale Cut Plane as an active online
interaction model to avoid offline recomputation that would violate
the interactive requirement. The technique acts in the view as well
as object space for task solution, meaning that we both manipulate the viewing transform as well as the 3D environment itself, as
each of them alone is not sufficient for continuous 3D surface environments. With the chosen design, Large Scale Cut Plane retains a
high degree of depth cues and supports spatial relation during target
discovery and access.
To meet Requirement 2 – target patch access at run-time – the
segmentation as well as selection algorithm must be capable to run
at interactive framerates. Given a large 3D surface reconstruction,
prior art was found not to be sufficient as it processes the entire 3D
model. Inspired by the user interfaces of stroke-based state-of-theart approaches, we thus developed an extended user-guided region
growing algorithm that is locally executed at the user’s intervention
point.
To meet Requirement 3 and Requirement 4, we propose to employ natural user interfaces and immersive virtual reality hardware.
For unconstrained 3D scene viewing, a Head Mounted Display with
3-degree-of-freedom orientation tracking is used. For straightforward target discovery and access – resembling travel and selection –

abstract input devices such as keyboard, mouse, joystick and game
pads are not well suited, as they do not constitute a natural user
interface. Instead, omni-directional treadmills – such as Cyberith
Virtualizer or Infinadeck – or real walking – using optical tracking
approaches – should be integrated. To enable natural gesture input
for selection, users’ hands and limbs need to be captured in mid-air.
This can be performed using optical tracking approaches – such as
Microsoft Kinect or Leap Motion – or inertial measurement motion
capture suits – such as PrioVR or Perception Neuron.

3.2

the other side the environmental 3D geometry is rendered semitransparent. For our algorithmic implementation, we have chosen
to set the geometry transparent at the right hand side of the cut
plane. This preview functionality is inspired by the Virtual X-Ray
techniques that have been found to make discovery trivial and facilitates target access [Elmqvist and Tsigas 2008]. Since pure Virtual
X-Ray approaches require a priori knowledge of the target to correctly remove distractors which weakens the depth perception, we
incorporated the Multiple Views paradigm by integrating a second
view that is presented to the user upon executing the Confirm CutPlane gesture. Within this CutPlane Visualization, the cut surface
of the unchanged geometry is highlighted to provide visual cues of
the cut plane while the semi-transparent geometry on the other side
is set to almost transparent to minimize user distraction. Next, the
viewport is manipulated by translating the user’s viewing component (the virtual camera) as well as the avatar’s geometry along the
scene’s ground plane. In our implementation with a left-handed coordinate system, we have found a slight positive translation along
the x- and z-axis to be effective. Thereby, we achieve two important things: upon view port change, users are provided with 1) an
overview of the cut surface and 2) are aligned with the cut plane
so that they can directly view and explore the remaining scene geometry. Therefore, users are able to freely look around and travel
along the cut plane for inspection. Thereby, hidden and occluded
target areas (up to containment) can be quickly accessed, inspected
and selected. Therefore, users first perform a segmentation within
the visible scene geometry using the mid-air hand gesture Pointing
to define a segmentation boundary that determines the target patch
they want to extract. Upon satisfaction, users change the state to
selection and perform the Pointing gesture to finally segment and
subsequently select the target patch. After selection, users remain
in the CutPlane Visualization to perform another selection. Alternatively, they can exit the CutPlane Visualization by executing the
Confirm CutPlane gesture. This triggers the manipulation of the
viewport. An inverse translation is applied yielding a re-aligned
user’s viewing component and avatar geometry with their 6DOF
pose upon plane cut. Furthermore, the complete virtual environment is rendered opaque again. The entire technique’s workflow is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Large Scale Cut Plane Technique

Following the design rationale, we propose the composite, twostep selection technique Large Scale Cut Plane which allows target
patch discover and access despite occlusions or high visual similarity while retaining simplicity for non-occluded target patches.
The two steps comprise 1) an interactive plane cut through the 3D
environment following the Virtual X-Ray pattern, 2) an integrated
viewport change employing the Multiple View pattern to provide
users with a detailed view on the virtual environment in which they
can a) navigate along the cut plane, b) segment target patches and
3) select those target patches. A formal description is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: State diagram of the Large Scale Cut Plane. The viewports are coded in violet, gestures in blue and interactions in green.

3.2.1

Simple natural gestures are employed to operate our technique: we
use a mid-air hand pointing gesture to align and confirm the cut
plane, and a finger pointing gesture for both segmentation and selection. All gestures are illustrated in Figure 3.

(a) Align

(b) Confirm

Algorithm

A user starts exploring the scene in the normal immersive 3D scene
view. If the Align CutPlane gesture is performed, a plane’s direction is calculated and the CutPlane Preview is rendered. Algorithm 1 shows the necessary calculations with user’s torso position
Ptorso ∈ R3 and hand position Phand ∈ R3 as input. The resulting
direction d~cutplane ∈ R3 together with Pcutplane ∈ R3 – a point
that lies on the plane itself – are used to show the CutPlane Preview
by rendering parts of the geometry semi-transparent, in our implementation on the right side of the cut plane. This is calculated per
pixel as described in Algorithm 1.

(c) Pointing (variations)

Figure 3: Mid-air gestures to operate Large Scale Cut Plane.

As shown in Figure 2, users can start the interaction process while
navigating through the virtual environment. Using the mid-air arm
gesture Align CutPlane, they trigger the vertical cut through the
scene while they simultaneously can define the yaw direction θ of
the cut plane by changing their arm’s pointing direction. While doing so, users are provided with the CutPlane Preview which shows
a preview on the cut scene. Therefore, the environmental 3D geometry at one side of the cut plane remains unchanged while on
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Algorithm 1: Creation of Cutplane
Data: Ptorso , Phand , d~repos , pixels
new
Result: d~cutplane , Pcutplane , Ptorso
d~cutplane ← normalize(Ptorso + Phand )
Pcutplane ← Ptorso + d~cutplane ∗ length
new
Ptorso
← Ptorso + d~repos
foreach P in pixels do
P.visible ← distance(Pworldpos , Pcutplane ) < 0
end

Upon execution of the Confirm CutPlane gesture, the cut plane is
locked at the current user’s position Ptorso ∈ R3 and the manipnew
ulation of users’ viewport is performed, calculating Ptorso
∈ R3 .
In this CutPlane Visualization, travel is constrained to one degreeof-freedom along the direction of the cut plane. Thereby, distraction of users can be minimized as they can not get ”lost”. If the
Pointing gesture is executed, users can draw paint strokes onto the
unchanged parts of the scene geometry by performing a ray cast
with the 3D scene reconstruction. Upon finishing the Pointing gesture, the segmentation algorithm computes a boundary. As prior art
segmentation approaches take the entire 3D model into account, we
investigated a local region growing algorithm to ensure interactive
framerates even when operating within large 3D scene reconstructions. Our local region growing algorithm works as follows: as first
step, a list of geometry hitpoints is created as the result of the raycasts made by the user’s segmentation paint-strokes. Then these
hitpoints and the current user’s position are fed into a least-squares
plane-fitting algorithm; the user’s position acts as a spatial reference point to ensure the correct orientation of the estimated plane.
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Algorithm 2: Region-Growing Algorithm
Data: segP lane, ver, thr
Result: boundaryList
foreach nb in ver.neighbours do
if distance(nb, segP lane <= thr) then
if NOT boundaryList CONTAINS nb then
ADD nb TO boundaryList
RegionGrowingRecursive(segP lane, nb, thr)
end
end
end

Next, the region growing algorithm as described in Algorithm 2
marks all vertices that lie inside a parameterizable distance to plane.
The algorithm takes the definition of the plane (segP lane) as input parameter, a starting vertex ver ∈ R3 chosen from the set of
hitpoints and a distance threshold thr, which influences the broadness of the resulting corridor. A reasonable threshold value can be
chosen, if the density of the given input data is taken into account.
The algorithm returns a list of boundary candidates boundaryList,
on which a subsequent edge thinning is employed to find a segmentation boundary that spatially describes a closed loop which is
referred as ”correct boundary”. Edge thinning iteratively removes
those edges that have the maximal Euclidean distance to segP lane
until the boundary’s connectivity constraint fails.
If a correct segmentation boundary was found the user can subsequently select this indicated target patch by executing the Pointing
gesture. This extracts the patch from the global 3D reconstruction
model. Upon patch selection, the extracted patch is relocated to the
user’s current position for subsequent manipulation. Since manipulation is not covered within the scope of this paper, the patch geometry remains at the user’s position. Upon selection completion,
users can exit the CutPlane Visualization by executing the Confirm
CutPlane gesture. This reverts the previous view port change so
that users’ viewing component is re-aligned with Pcutplane . Furthermore, the transparent scene geometry is set opaque to present
the normal scene view to the users.
3.2.2

Crucial Aspects

In the following, we outline aspects of the algorithm that have been
identified to be crucial for interactive performance and correct selection.

The segmentation algorithm has to run at interactive framerates,
since lowering or even interruption of the system’s responsiveness
would mitigate interactive exploration and immersive user experience. It was therefore designed to solely operate in the local neighborhood of the drawn paint strokes and not on the whole dense reconstruction. In its current form, it is restricted to perform planarlike segmentation and does not involve global surface processing
operations like the related interactive methods in Section 2.
Our proposed Large Scale Cut Plane technique is based on visual
manipulation of the scene’s geometry during CutPlane Visualization. In fact, no vertices are actually removed from the scene model.
Thus, raycasting needs to ignore those scene parts that are rendered
transparent. We achieve this by selecting the point out of the raycasts hits that minimize its Euclidean distance to the user’s current
position and satisfies the requirement to lie behind the cut plane.
Another crucial aspect arises if users want to select target patches
that geometry is partly set transparent due to the cut plane’s positioning. In this cases, checking of the back faces is required. Therefore, we propose to perform a double raycasting. It consists of one
forward ray that stores all frontfacing-hits and one inverted backward ray, that starts at the hit point with the maximal Euclidean
distance to the user’s position, points towards the user’s position
and stores all backfacing-hits, again only selecting the one with the
minimal Euclidean distance to the user but behind the cut plane.

3.3

Raycast Technique

The well-studied Raycast technique [Bowman et al. 2004b] was implemented as a baseline technique for comparative purposes, used
for our user study. Raycast comprises the same sequence as the
Large Scale Cut Plane technique, but without setting a cut-plane
and execution of the transition into the geometry-reduced refinement view. Thus, it consists only of the segmentation and selection
step which are both performed with the Pointing gesture.

4

User Studies

For a comprehensive evaluation of our proposed selection technique, we conducted a summative evaluation by comparing Large
Scale Cut Plane with the baseline technique Raycast across three
different interaction scenarios based on variations of patch position
and visibility. As target patches, we used convex parts of the point
cloud that can be segmented by defining a straight boundary.

4.1

Objectives

With this study, we want to investigate users’ performance and perception when selecting patches from large dense 3D reconstructions
while being immersed. Therefore, we evaluated both Large Scale
Cut Plane’s performance and usability compared to a state-of-theart technique by investigating the following research questions: 1)
How does the two-step technique Large Scale Cut Plane quantitatively and qualitatively perform compared to Raycast? and 2) How
do both techniques perform regarding users preference and level of
expertise?

4.2

Apparatus

To conduct our experiment, we used the test apparatus as shown in
Figure 4a. It comprises an Oculus Rift Developer Kit 2 as HMD to
provide egocentric scene viewing using its built-in inertial tracking
unit, Cyberith Virtualizer as an omni-directonal treadmill to allow
natural walking for virtual travel and Perception Neuron as motion
capture suit to track users’ right hand and upper limb motion.

We used the treadmill instead of an optical tracking – which would
provide real walking – because the employed 3D reconstruction
(see Section4.3) has a size of 25 × 34m that exceeded the limits of
our available VR lab. For gesture recognition, we evaluated Perception Neuron and PrioVR motion capture suits and found Perception
Neuron superior in terms of reliability and accuracy for finger tracking, which is of major interest to ensure robust gesture recognition.

equipped with the VR hardware and had time to familiarize with
the hardware and both selection techniques by freely interacting in
a test environment, which comprised a simple Unity3D scene with
some artificial virtual objects that could be segmented and selected
and where objects’ visibility ranged from visible to fully occluded.
As soon as the user reported to feel confident, the experiment stage
(3) started, comprising a randomized sequence of technique and
task combinations. Therefore, the user was positioned at a predefined starting point within the immersive 3D point cloud while
an info screen in the user’s HMD gave instructions about the appearance of the target patch and the selection technique. Each task
was completed as soon as the user had correctly segmented and selected the target patch. Then, the user was positioned at the starting
point and was instructed with the next task. Upon the completion
of all task and technique combinations, users had to fill out a postquestionnaire (5).

4.5

Tasks

We built three task scenarios that varied in target patch visibility and
position. All task scenarios were embedded in the test environment
from Section 4.3. The target objects of the task scenarios can be
seen in Figure 5.
(a) Apparatus

(b) Bird’s eye view on the virtual scene.

Figure 4: The test setup.

4.3

Test Environment

As test environment, we used the dense 3D reconstruction taken
from [Birsak et al. 2013] that comprises approx. 650 000 vertices.
A bird’s eye view onto the test environment is given in Figure 4b
where the positions of the target patches for each task can be seen.
The model was provided as a textured mesh and covered a space
of 25 × 34 m. After importing the mesh into Unity3D, we scaled
it so that 1 U nity3D unit ≈ 1 meter. Furthermore, we manually added Unity3D colliders to prevent users from walking through
walls. With the setup from Section 4.3.1, the test model can be explored at 60 frames per seconds. A test patch comprising 21.000
vertices can be segmented with 200 milliseconds (20ms for region
growing, 180ms for edge thinning) and extracted and thus selected
within 260ms.
4.3.1

Implementation

The devices of our apparatus are connected to a single workstation
running Windows 8.1 featuring an Intel Core i7-4790K processor
(3.10 GHz), a GeForce GTX 980Ti graphics card and 32 GB memory. On the software side we chose Unity 3D as rendering and
physics engine, and integrated both Oculus’ and Virtualizer’s SDK
for scene viewing, head orientation tracking and natural walking.
We also integrated the Perception Neuron’s Unity-Plugin, which
provides a scene-graph including the world-position of all necessary arm and hand parts with low latency and implemented our gesture recognition on top of it.

4.4

Study Design

The study procedure for a single user consisted of four stages: 1)
introduction and pre-questionnaire, 2) training phase, 3) experiment, and 4) a post-questionnaire. At stage 1, users were informed
about the study and the procedure, followed by filling out a prequestionnaire. At stage 2, users were introduced to the VR inputand output hardware as well as to the gesture set. Next, users were

(a) Fully visible

(b) Partly occluded

(c) Fully occluded

Figure 5: Different types of target objects.

During all tasks, test participants were able to freely explore the
scene but unable to walk or see through walls and other obstacles.
To prevent users’ disorientation in the large scene, we restricted
segmentation and selection to several key areas that were crucial
for task completion. As user guidance, these areas’ geometry was
highlighted in yellow. The three scenarios differ in the placement of
the target patch, which in every case was a vase filled with flowers.
The goal of every task was to separate the vase from its pedestal
with a horizontal segmentation gesture followed by the selection of
the segmented part of the vase. The participants had to use both
Raycast and Large Scale Cut Plane – in the following referred to
CutPlane – in combination with all three scenarios. That results
in total in six different tasks which the participants perform in random order. The difficulty of each task is given by the visibility and
accessibility of the task’s target patch.
Task 1: No Occlusion - Object fully accessible In this task, the
vase with the flowers was not in the spatial vicinity of users, but
clearly visible from the starting point. With both techniques, users
had the option to first walk closer towards the target object or –
since it is not occluded – try to segment and select it from far distance.
Task 2: Partly Occluded - Object partly accessible Users were
challenged with a target patch that was partly hidden behind three
stone pillars. With Raycast, it was either possible to segment and
select one or more pillars to obtain a better view onto the target
patch, or to try to directly segment the semi-hidden target vase be-

tween the pillars. The second approach required very precise positioning as well as segmentation. With CutPlane it was possible to
induce such a CutPlane Visualization that presents the target patch
fully visible and segmentable during the refinement step.
Task 3: Fully Occluded - Object not accessible In this task, the
vase was fully occluded by a wall within a separate room that entrance was blocked by a wall; only the flowers were partly visible
above the walls to indicate the position of the vase. With Raycast,
users first had to unblock the entrance by cutting through the wall.
With CutPlane, users could induce such a CutPlane Visualization
that removed parts of the rooms to be able to directly access the
vase by traveling along the CutPlane during the refinement step.
4.5.1

Methods

For evaluation, we collected quantitative objective as well as subjective measures, and qualitative data through users’ comments and
observations during the experiment as well as written comments in
the post-questionnaire. The quantitative objective measures which
was gathered by the test are outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: Objective Performance Measures.
[Task Duration]
[Walk Distance]
[Segmentation Miss]
[Selection Miss]

Time across task in seconds.
Distance users walked during task in meter.
Number of performed segmentation attempts
in areas that are non-relevant for task completion.
Number of performed selection attempts in
areas that do not belong to the target patch.

By the post-questionnaire, we collected subjective measures that
are described in Table 2, using a 5-point Likert scale.
Table 2: Subjective Performance Measures.

[Task Load]

[System Usability]

[Ease of Use]

[Perceived Speed]

[Perceived Accuracy]

Mean of the questionnaire’s results measured with the NASA Task Load Index
(TLX) [Nasa and Administration 2010].
Scale levels were: very low (1), low (2), average (3), high (4), and very high (5).
Mean of the questionnaire’s results measured with the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [Brooke 1996]. Scale levels were:
strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neither agree nor disagree (3), agree (4), and
strongly agree (5).
Denoting participants’ degree of agreement
with ”Rate each selection technique in terms
on how easy it was to select the target patch”.
Scale levels were: Very poor (1), poor (2),
acceptable (3), good (4), very good (5).
Denoting participants’ degree of agreement
with ”Rate each selection technique in terms
on how fast you could select the target
patch”, with the same scale levels as above.
Denoting participants’ degree of agreement
with ”Rate each selection technique in terms
on how accurate you could select the target
patch”, with the same scale levels as above.

We conducted the study using a within-subjects factorial design
where the independent variables were selection technique and task.
In a second order evaluation, we introduced user experience and
favorite technique as third and forth independent variable.

5

Experimental Results

For analysis, we evaluated 1) the objective participants’ data regarding selection technique and task, 2) the subjective participants’
data regarding selection technique and 3) selected data according to
participants’ experience for each selection technique separately.

5.1

Participants

Our test participants were found through local social media groups
as well as amongst students and staff of the university. Twentyfour (24) participants (19 males – 79,2%, 5 females – 20,2%) were
involved in the experiment, while all participants successfully finished the task. Participants’ ages ranged between 22 and 56 years
(mean µ = 31.92, standard deviation σ = 7.87).
We asked all participants in the pre-questionnaire about their experience with VR technology. One user indicated to have no
(4,2%), seven slight (29,2%), four somewhat (16,7%), eight moderate (33,3%) and four extreme (16,7%) VR experience. For later
evaluation, we grouped users according to their subjective experience, creating two extreme groups: No Experts comprises users that
indicate to have no or slight VR experience (33,4%), as well as Experts that consists of users indicated to have moderate or extreme
VR experience (50,0%).

5.2

Overall Evaluation

In average, users trained both handling of the VR hardware and the
two selection techniques for µ = 399.17 [seconds] (σ = 128.331).
Analyzing the objective measure [Task Duration] with two-way repeated measures ANOVA using repeated contrast and Bonferroni
adjustment, Mauchly’s test indicates that sphericity is met for technique (numbers of level <3), task (χ2 (2) = 0.67, p = .72) and
interaction between technique and task (χ2 (2) = 2.63, p = .29).
There was no significant main effect of technique, F (1, 23) =
0.32, p = .58, but a significant main effect of performed task,
F (2, 46) = 24.73, p < .001. Contrasts revealed that significantly
more time was required for Task 3, F (1, 23) = 32.90, p < .001,
than for Task 2. There was also a significant interaction effect between type of technique and task performed, F (2, 46) = 7.81,
p < .001. Contrasts revealed significant interactions when comparing the required time for Task 2 to Task 1 using Raycast compared to CutPlane, F (1, 23) = 7.81, p = .01, but no significant
interaction when comparing Task 2 to Task 3 using Raycast instead
of CutPlane, F (1, 23) = 0.32, p = .58. The interaction graph
revealed higher [Task Duration] for Raycast than for CutPlane for
Task 2 and 3, but not for Task 1, while the pattern of the required
time for Task 2 and Task 3 was similar for Raycast and CutPlane.
For [Walk Distance], sphericity is met for technique, task (χ2 (2) =
2.15, p = .34) and interaction between technique and task
(χ2 (2) = 4.78, p = .09). There was a significant main effect
of type of technique, F (1, 23) = 5.25, p = .03 and a significant
main effect of task performed, F (2, 46) = 58.79, p < .001. Contrasts revealed that users significantly traveled longer distances for
Task 3, F (1, 23) = 32.90, p < .001, than for Task 2. No significant interaction effect between technique and task was found,
F (2, 46) = 2.01, p = .15. However, the interaction graph gave
rise to more distance walked with Raycast than with CutPlane for
Task 2 and 3, while for Task 1 the distance was comparable for both
techniques. The pattern of walking distance for Task 2 and 3 was
similar for Raycast and CutPlane.
For [Segmentation Miss], sphericity is met for technique, task
(χ2 (2) = 5.57, p = .06) and interaction between technique and
task (χ2 (2) = 0.07, p = .97). There was a significant main effect

of type of technique, F (1, 23) = 5.21, p = .03 and a significant
main effect of task performed, F (2, 46) = 3.39, p = .04. Contrasts revealed that significantly more wrong segmentation attempts
were performed for Task 3, F (1, 23) = 8.05, p = .009, than for
Task 2. A significant interaction effect was found between technique and task, F (2, 46) = 5.54, p = .007, where the interaction
graph revealed for Task 1 more segmentation misses with CutPlane
then with RayCast, but both for Task 2 and Task 3 more segmentation misses with RayCast than with CutPlane.

(a) Task Duration

(b) Walk Distance

Number of Selec on Misses

Number of Segmenta on Misses

Tasks Dura on [s]

Walk Distance [Unity3D units]

For [Selection Miss], sphericity is met for technique, task (χ2 (2) =
1.12, p = .57) and interaction between technique and task
(χ2 (2) = 2.01, p = .37). There was a significant main effect
of type of technique, F (1, 23) = 20.00, p < .001 and a significant main effect of task performed, F (2, 46) = 7.17, p < .001.
Contrasts revealed that significantly more wrong selection attempts
were performed for Task 2, F (1, 23) = 6.57, p = .02, than for
Task 1 and for Task 3, F (1, 23) = 7.74, p = .01, compared to Task
2. A significant interaction effect was found between technique and
task, F (2, 46) = 7.00, p = .002 and contrasts revealed significant interactions when comparing Task 2 to Task 1 using Raycast
compared to CutPlane, F (1, 23) = 5.94, p = .02. The interaction graph gave rise to more wrong selection misses with Raycast
compared to CutPlane across all tasks.

(c) Segm. Misses

(d) Sel. Misses

Figure 6: Objective measures across all tasks.
To summarize, a tendency towards CutPlane outperforming RayCast could be revealed, in particular for Task 2 and Task 3. Figure 6
illustrates the performance measures across all tasks. An example
of the user’s interaction in Task 3 – both with Raycast and with
Cutplane – while selecting a fully occluded patch is illustrated in
Figure 7. Travel trajectories, CutPlane interactions, segmentation
(red) and selection (green) attempts are shown.
Next, we analyzed the subjective data with one-way repeated measures ANOVA, using repeated contrast and Bonferroni adjustment.
Given that technique only has two levels, sphericity is met. Reports show that [Task Load] was significantly affected by type of
technique, F (1, 23) = 7.12, p = .013. To draw further conclusions, we looked separately at the results of each question of
the TLX questionnaire and found significance for ”How physically demanding was the task?” with F (1, 23) = 7.67, p = .010
(Raycast: µ = 2.50, σ = 1.06 / CutPlane: µ = 2.00, σ = 0.83),
and ”How hard did you work to accomplish your level of performance? with F (1, 23) = 6.92, p = .015 (Raycast: µ = 3.00,
σ = 0.78 / CutPlane: µ = 2.58, σ = 0.82). No significance was
found within the other TLX questions. These results indicate that
users felt to spend significantly less physical effort across all tasks
when using CutPlane compared to Raycast, while feeling alike with
both techniques in terms of success and confidence. This latter
tendency is further backed by the results of the overall subjective
measure [System Usability], where no significant effect was found,
F (1, 23) = 3.19, p = .087. We further found no significant effect
of [Perceived Speed], F (1, 23) = 0.09, p = .765 (Raycast: µ =
4.12, σ = 0.79 / CutPlane: µ = 4.21, σ = 0.93) and [Perceived Accuracy], F (1, 23) = 0.0, p = 1.0 (Raycast: µ = 4.00, σ = 0.88

/ CutPlane: µ = 4.00, σ = 0.72). In contrast, users reported a significant easier selection ([Ease of Use]) using Raycast compared to
CutPlane, F (1, 23) = 13.22, p = 0.001 (Raycast: µ = 4.54, σ =
0.65 / CutPlane: µ = 3.83, σ = 0.86).

(a) Raycast

(b) CutPlane

Figure 7: User interaction while selecting a fully occluded patch.
This subjective tendency was backed by comments from eight users
describing Raycast as very easy to understand and ”direct”. However, there was also mixed feedback for Raycast. Three users felt
annoyed when they needed to use RayCast (”So in this task I cannot use CutPlane?”) and two commented on the physical demands
(”Oh that requires so much walking and cutting.”). Furthermore,
five users commented on the obstacles within their way to the target object (”Oh that is mean (the obstacle), ”I cannot directly select
the object. So do I need to cut through the wall first?” ”Can I walk
through the walls?”). Despite the clear out-performance of CutPlane regarding the quantitative measures, its qualitative feedback
was indifferent as well. In general, users commented more positively about CutPlane the longer the experiment lasted (”Ah, now
I understood.” ”Now I see the advantages of the CutPlane visualization”), which is notably since all participants reported to have
understood the principles of both techniques in the training stage.
Nine users commented in a very enthusiastic way on the CutPlane
visualization (”That’s so cool - that is kind of an X-Ray view”),
while one did not find the interface intuitive (”I do not really understand the CutPlane visualization”) and two asked – during the
experiment – which part of the scene will be shown during the CutPlane visualization. While some users did not realize across all
tasks that you can view through walls with the CutPlane Preview (4
users) and then walk through walls (which has been cut by the cut
plane) within the CutPlane Visualization (1 user), ten users heavily
used the CutPlane technique by indicating the plane cut from the
initial position before even start to walk.

5.3

Evaluation on Preference & Expertise

To further analyze the above quantitative and qualitative findings,
we evaluated the collected data regarding the users’ experience
level. Firstly, we found that Non Experts preferred Raycast over
Cutplane (87,5%), while Experts favored Cutplane over Raycast
(66,6%). This is notable, since both user groups had better results with CutPlane regarding all objective performance measures,
as given in Figure 8. It can be further seen that Non-Experts achieve
similar results with CutPlane across all measures as the Experts.
Analyzing the subjective measures, Non Experts reported a similar perceived [Task Load] for Raycast (µ = 2,43, σ = 0,43) and
CutPlane (µ = 2.375000, σ = 0.54), while Experts perceived more
[Task Load] for Raycast (µ = 2,62, σ = 0,62) than for CutPlane
(µ = 2,36, σ = 0,47). Non Experts showed the tendency to clearly

prefer Raycast over CutPlane in terms of [Ease of Use] (Raycast:
µ = 4.38, σ = 0.744 / CutPlane: µ = 3.38, σ = 0.775) and [Perceived Speed] (Raycast: µ = 4.38, σ = 0.743 / CutPlane: µ = 3.75,
σ = 0.707) but not in terms of [Perceived Accuracy] (Raycast: µ
= 3.63, σ = 1.061 / CutPlane: µ = 3.63, σ = 0.518). Experts did
not indicate a clear preference between both techniques in terms of
[Ease of Use] (Raycast: µ = 4.56, σ = 0.669 / CutPlane: µ = 4.17,
σ = 0.835) or [Perceived Accuracy] (Raycast: µ = 4.25, σ = 0.754
/ CutPlane: µ = 4.08, σ = 0.793). However, they reported to prefer
Cutplane over Raycast in terms of [Perceived Speed] (Raycast: µ =
4.00, σ = 0.853 / CutPlane: µ = 4.50, σ = 0.793).
Raycast
CutPlane

Tasks Dura on [s]

Walk Distance [Unity3D units]

Raycast
CutPlane

(a) Task Duration

(b) Walking Distance
Raycast
CutPlane

Number of Selec on Misses

Number of Segmenta on Misses

Raycast
CutPlane

(c) Segmentation Misses

(d) Selection Misses

ular in cases of more complex selections, reflected by Task 2 and
Task 3. While no significant difference between the techniques
was reported on [Walk Distance] across the tasks, CutPlane outperformed Raycast in [Task Duration], significantly for Task 2 and
with a strong tendency for Task 3. Thus, Raycast cannot compensate with its direct nature the additional time that is required for
cut-away of obstacles in scenarios where the target patch is partly
or fully occluded. In Task 1 with no object interaction, we reported
a tendency favoring Raycast’s direct nature over CutPlane, however not significantly. Furthermore, we found strong tendencies that
Cutplane enables users to select more precisely and faster, as less
segmentation and selection misses occurred when using CutPlane
compared to Raycast, in particular for the complex selections in
Task 2 and Task 3. Here, significant less errors could be reported in
Task 2 using CutPlane compared to RayCast. The above findings
can support developers and researchers when designing selection
within a large immersive 3D reconstruction. We plan to conduct
more research in smaller as well as even larger environments to
identify thresholds at which one technique begins to outperform the
other.
As it was described above, qualitative feedback on both techniques
was mixed. This is also reflected by the fact, that no technique
was subjectively favored over the other. In fact, tendencies of preference were found when looking at users’ VR knowledge, where
Non-Experts favored RayCast while Experts preferred CutPlane.
This is surprisingly due to the fact, that also the Non-Experts performed significantly faster and more precise with CutPlane. However, these results suggest that Non-Experts can quickly familiarize with CutPlane which indicates that the technique’s underlying
properties are well integrated and proved to be beneficial for task
completion. This enables Non Experts to correctly use it, however
additional investigations should be conducted regarding CutPlane’s
user interface. Based on the comments, we found that both CutPlane Preview and CutPlane Visualization might invoke a lack of
understanding. We will tackle this point in our future work. To conclude, we can suggest to rather use CutPlane for selection of visible,
partly as well as fully occluded patches of dense point clouds as it
was found superior over Raycast.

Figure 8: Objective performance measures, grouped by expertise.

6
When analyzing users’ preference for one of the tested techniques,
we further asked in the post-questionnaire about the factors that
users influence during their subjective technique ranking. Therefore, they had to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale their perceived
influence of [Importance: Ease of Use], [Importance: Speed], [Importance: Accuracy ], the possibility to straightforwardly select objects at far distance – referred as [Importance: Distance] – and the
straightforward selection of fully occluded objects, referred as [Importance: Occlusion]. Scale levels were: not important (1), slightly
important (2), moderately important (3), important (4), and very important (5). While there was no noticeable difference in influence of
[Importance: Ease of Use], [Importance: Speed] and [Importance:
Accuracy ], users in favor of Raycast did not regard [Importance:
Distance] as a strong influential factor on their decision making (µ
= 2.33, σ = 1.557), while users favoring CutPlane found that measure much more influential (µ = 4.00, σ = 1.537). Notably, not only
users favoring Cutplane regarded [Importance: Occlusion] as an
important factor for their decision making, but also those in favor
of Raycast but with a less strong tendency (Raycast: µ = 3.42, σ =
0.900 / CutPlane: µ = 4.25, σ = 0.754).

5.4

Discussion

Evaluating the objective performance measures, tendencies for all
measures favoring CutPlane over Raycast were reported, in partic-

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the novel selection technique Large
Scale Cut Plane that enables users to select visible, partly as well
as fully occluded patches with interactive frame rates in immersive
large dense point clouds. We evaluated the technique in a user study
in terms of speed, precision and ease of use, both quantitatively and
qualitatively. Our promising results indicate that Large Scale Cut
Plane outperforms the prior art technique RayCast, significantly for
more complex selection tasks. However, is is not considered as preferred option by non experts which suggests that improvements of
the user interface are required. By contributing with our proposed
technique and the user study results, we want inspire researchers to
further investigate user-driven selection techniques in large dense
3D reconstructions, which are performed in an immersive environment to obtain a deeper understanding how to apply the technology
best to novel (real-world) use cases.
As future work, we plan to conduct further research on Large Scale
Cut Plane’s user interface to obtain an in depth understanding of
its current limitations and to draw conclusions how to improve it to
enable a better (subjective) understanding of the technique’s core
functionality for users. Furthermore, we plan to evaluate selection in both smaller and larger environments to obtain findings if
a threshold exists at which a one step technique such as Raycast begins to be outperformed by our two step technique. And finally, we
aim at improving our current segmentation technique to overcome

current limitations – as outlined in Section 3.2.2 – such as providing
segmentation of surface patches that are not convex.
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